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TEMPLATE TO BE FOLLOWED FOR EMN GOOD PRACTICES 

 

What is Good Practice? 

“Good practices are all the strategies, plans, tactics, processes, methodologies, activities and 

approaches that are documented, accessible, effective, relevant and fundamentally 

accepted, developed by professional organisations and put into practice by well trained 

personnel. These measures have proven to be in keeping with the legislation in force, tested 

and put into practice, through research and experience. Consequently, they have proven to 

be effective and able to live up to expectations. It has also been established that they can 

be easily modified and improved according to context” (according to TriososFacet within the 

framework of the 2007 regional project Meda-ETE).  

Selection criteria 

A good practice comprises a minimum of essential criteria. It has to be: 

1. Documented 

2. Accessible 

3. Based on processes and methodology 

4. Tested and put into practice 

5. Able to establish goal reaching 

6. Transferable 

7. Sustainable: income exceeds the cost. The ratio between input and output is better 

than that of similar practices. 

8. Efficient: the ratio between input and output is better than that of similar practices. 

9. Effective: leading toward forecasted results. 

10. In a process of continued evaluation and improvement 

These characteristics represent the principal selection criteria of good practices. 

Here under, the template for the Good Practice, to be followed the best possible. For any 

questions, feel free to contact Jorge Ramirez anytime at:  j.ramirez@european-

microfinance.org 

mailto:j.ramirez@european-microfinance.org
mailto:j.ramirez@european-microfinance.org
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Category of Good Practice: International Entrepreneurship 

 

Good Practice’s title   

NEEM-" Big fish and small fish" -  

 

Main objective  

To create and support win-win business ventures between micro and big companies 

to facilitate new kinds of employment and new business opportunities. 

 

Key words:   

a. Trust 

b. Legal agreements 

c. Professionalism 

d. Networking 

 

Type od Organization: NGO 

Country: Sweden 

Year of inception: 2014 

Services and products provided: BDS 

Number of business started):  

Website: www.neem.se 

Adress: Vasavägen 9, 642 31 Katrineholm (Sweden) 

 

Institutional profile  

NEEM - Network for Entrepreneurs from Ethnic Minorities is a Non-governmental 

organization, change agent working in  three strategic directions:  

- Consequent contribution to achieving the national gender and integration goals 

- Provide business development services with a special focus on women with 

international backgrounds. 

- In collaboration with research institutions provide new knowledge on female 

immigrant entrepreneurship in order to influence necessary changes. 

 

The organization was started in 2002 
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Mission of the organization 

Integration through Entrepreneurship. 

 

Governance structure 

As an NGO, NEEM has a constitution and is governed by a democratically elected board 

composed by representatives from community groups together with the target group. The 

board has an executive role. 

The board is elected by the General Assembly that meets once per year or when deemed 

necessary according to the constitution. The General assembly provides the direction of 

activities and approves the yearly activity plan and budget presented by the board. 

The organization is run by a management team with diverse experiences in business and 

social activities. The management team reports to the board. 

 

 

 

Good Practice 

 

Introduction 

There is urge in Europe to create new kinds of employment and new business 

opportunity, and new ways of  creating local, regional, national and European 

growth considering the fact that almost 25 m of the European citizens are 

unemployed. At the same time big companies acting in Europe represents a complex 

ecosystem and if  used more effectively could create new kinds of businesses and 

employments.  

The main incentive for these companies is innovation, labour supply, functional 

infrastructure, qualified local sub-suppliers, service providers etc. The big company 

could be interested in supporting entrepreneurship and stimulate innovation in their 

local and/or international environment to contribute to sustainable growth in the 

home or international markets. The big companies could be used for networking, as a 

source of knowledge or as investors. They can put forward pre-orders for services 

and products they need from a suitable micro company which can use the funds to 

invest and start or expand their business. 

 

Target group and accessibility  

Diaspora in Europe represent a good number of micro businesses and are knowledgeable on 

the needs in the global markets.  Diasporas are accessible through the social media, 

community organizations or company registers and through respective Embassies. 
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Innovativeness  

Diaspora represent ready markets (home countries)  that offer a wealth of opportunities in 

innovation, trade, technology transfers, and investments.  

 

 

Relevance given the context  

Contribute with an innovative approach to achieving the EU strategy 2020 for Inclusive 

growth – a high-employment economy delivering economic, social and territorial 

cohesion. 

 

Adaptability to other contexts  

This practice can be adapted to meet the specific needs in specific environments 

 

 

Efficiency  

Not yet - on going activity 

 

Outcomes  

Not yet - on going activity 

 

Sustainability  

Not yet - on going activity 

 

In practice: Specific description of a success story  

A Swedish IT Consulting is a big company in with a branch in India. The company's strategy 

is to expand its activities to emerging markets in Africa by developing "APPs" linking needs-

user and gender-driven ideas that will be turned into higher value-added processes, 

products and services.  

The company contracts two Diaspora owned micro companies to do market surveys and 

open up the rural market for the big company in Kenya and Tanzania. Owners of the micro 

companies have their roots in the respective countries.  

The two micro companies have to build-up new networks in the respective countries, 

develop sales and marketing strategies together with local partners. The big company will 

get access to a well equipped mobile phone infrastructure for "APPs". The big company has 

to employ a project coordinator and other expertise and for both companies it means growth 

and new business opportunities. 

 

Further readings 

(if existent, one or two documents to complement the information provided) 

 

 

 


